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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING PAPYRUS BODMER XV
The discovery of new manuscripts presents several
problems to the textual critic. First, the textual affin
ity of the new manuscript must be established. Secondly,
the position of textual criticism which has been held
must be re-evaluated in the light of these new discoveries.
Among the manuscripts v;hich have recently been brought to
light, the several Bodmer Papyri have been of particular
significance. These manuscripts have added evidence of
the first, order to the textual tradition of the New Tes
tament in the very earliest period of textual history.
This paper deals with the text of Papyrus Bodmer
XV (p"^^). "B^^ is actually one manuscript containing the
Gospels of Luke and John. Bibliotheca Bodmeriana has
given the designation "Papyrus Bodmer XIV" to the Gospel
of Luke, and "Papyrus Bodmer XV" to the Gospel of John.
Luke contains the greater part of chapters 3-24, and John
contains most of chapters 1-15.
The aim of the present project is to examine the
textual affinities of Papyrus Bodmer XV by collating its
text against' that of the Textus Receptus and attempting
to determine the textual character of its variants from
the Textus Receptus.
I. PAPYRUS BODMER XV
2
Contents of the papyrus . Papyrus Bodmer XV
contains thirty -^eight leaves of 'John's Gospel. Some
portions of the manuscript are more fragmentary than
others. Chapters 1-5:23 and chapters 3:22-10:14 have
been preserved almost entirely except for a few places
at the beginning or end of a line. Chapters 5:23-8:22
are fragmentary, as are chapters 10:14-15:7-3. Chapter
12:1-49 is very f ragm.entary . Chapter 13 contains parts
of verses 1 and 2 and parts of 3-10. Chapter 14 in
cludes verses 9-30. Chapter 15 has portions of verses
6-3.
The codex originally contained about seventy-
tv/o folios, according to Metzger, with only fifty-one
surviving. It is in a form of a single quire, measur
ing ^6 by 13 cm., with an average of forty-two lines of
text in single columns per page.l Hov/ever, a close
examination of the codex reveals that there are forty-
three lines per page rather than forty-two.
Date of the papyrus . The editor of the Papyrus
Bodmer XV believes that it v/as v/ritten between 175 and
225 A.D. , that is, somewhere around 200 A.D. He
iBruce M. Metzger, "The Bodraer Papyrus of Liike and
John," The Expository Times, LXXIII (April, 1962), 201.
3suggests that it is a little earlier than Bodmer
Papyrus II, P^^.^ This places the manuscript one or
one and one half centuries earlier than Codex Vaticanus
(B) and Codex Siniaticus (/V). It is the earliest
manuscript of the Gospel extant except the Rylands
fragment of the Gospel of John (p55). The Rylands frag
ment, hov/ever, contains only a fevr verses, whereas p75
includes a total of fifty-one leaves which embrace the
greater part of the Gospels of Lulce and John,
The date assigned places the manuscript con
temporary with Clement of Alexandria, v/ho died c. 215
A'-D., and Origen of Alexandria, who died c. 253 A-D*
Thus the text is older than the Chester Beatty papyri,
as v.'ell as Sahidic and Eohairic versions, and almost
all other witnesses.
Significance of the paipyrus . Besides the early
date of the manuscript, it has significance in several
areas. Metzger points out that it has a great signifi
cance on the bearing of the history of the church in
Egypt:
Some scholars (for example W. Bauer) have held
that during the second century Greek-speaking .
Christianity in Egypt was relatively primitive.
^Floyd V. Filson, "More Bodmer Papyri," The
Biblical Archaeologist, XXV (January, 1962), 52.
4The discovery now of a copy of tv/o gospels, dating
fron about A.D. 200, in the form of text which
many have judged to be the result of scholarly
editorial work at Alexandria in the fourth century,
speaks eloquently for the hi�h level of recensional
activity of those second century Egyptian Christians
v;ho were responsible for its preservation and
transmission. 3
The papyrus is significant in that it generally
agrees with Codex B and the Alexandrian text type. In
common with the Alexandrian text type, it has several
noteworthy omissions, especially the story of the woman
taken in adultery (7:53-3:11) and the section in the
healing of the lame man. v;hich speaks of the angel troubl
ing the waters (5:3b-4).
The presence of p'''^ makes it clear that at the
end of the second century and the beginning of the third
century, a text type essentially identical v;ith the
Alexandrian was. in existence in Egypt. Thus, the scribes
of B and /l^ did not create their own type of text, but
transmitted it.
II. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
The procedure in investigation has been, first of
all, to compare the manuscript with the Textus Receptus.^
^Metzger, 0�. cit. , p. 203.
^Novum Testamentim, Oxonii: Clarendoniano, 1863.
5Then the v;itnesses for the variants have been collated
fron the textual apparatuses of the follov/ing, and in the
order given: Tischendorf ,5 Kerk^^ von Soden, ^ Souter,^
Nestle, 9 and Bover--^^ In order to understand these
v/orks, the v^riter has referred to Gregory's Prolegomena
Kraft's key to von Soden; 12 Robertson's Introduction;
Sconstantinus Tischendorf (ed.)� Novum Testamentus
Graece, Vol. II, Editio octava critica major, 3 vols.;
Lipsiae: Giesecke and Devrient, 1869 �
Augustinus Merk (ed.), Novum Testamentum, Eighth
edition, Romae: Sumptibus Pontificii Instituti Biblici, 1957'
'''nermann Freiherr von Soden (ed.), Die Schriften Pes
Neuen Testaments , Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, I913 .
Alexander Souter (ed.), Novujn Testamentum Graece,
Editio altera, London: Oxford Universitjr Press, 1956.
^Eberhard Nestle (ed.). Novum Testamentum Graece,
24th ed. Stuttgart: American Bible Society, I960.
�^^loseph M. Bover (ed.), Nov! Testamenti Biblia
Graeca et Latina, Fourth edition, Matriti, 1959*
llCaspar Rene' Gregory, Prolegomena, Vol. Ill of
Novum Testamentum Graece , Editio octava critica major.
Edited by Gonstantinus Tischendorf, 3 vols.; Lipsiae:
J.C. Henrichs, 1894.
12Benedikt Kraft, Die Zeichen fur die vjichtigeren
Handschrif ten des griechischen Neuen Testaments , Freiburg,
Germany: Herder, 1955.
13a. T. Robertson, An Introduction to the Textual
Criticism of the New Testament, Nashville: Broadman,
1925.
and to Greenlee's "Nev; Testament Textual Criticism for
Beginners ."^'^
In addition to the appara.tuses in these works,
the variants have been collated against Codex 0 l^ and
p66 16 individually,, and in several areas against Codex
B.17
The data v/hich has been gleaned from these sources
b^.ve been evaluated follov/ing the method of Greenlee in
The Gospel Text of Cyril of Jerusalem .13
In the ta.bles of the variants of Pa.pyrus Bodmer
XV from the Textus Receptus , there are five columns
classifying the v^itnesses: the first col-uran is for the
vritnesses of the Alexandrian text- type; the second is for
the Caesarean text- type; the third is for the Western
^^J. Harold Greenlee, "Nev/ Testament Textual
Criticism for Beginners," I96I. (Mimeographed.)
-^Qustav Beermann a.nd Gaspa.r Rene Gregory (edd.),:
Die Koridethi Evangelien (0, 03S), Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1913
-''^Papyrus Bodmer II, Cologny-Geneve, Sv7itzerle.nd:
Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, 1956.
17Codex Vaticanus , Novum. Testamentum Graece,
Nevj- York: D. Apple ton and Co., 1369 �
�^^J. Harold Greenlee, The Gospel Text of Cyril of
Jerusalem . Studies and Documents , Vol. XVII, edited by
Silva Lake e-nd Gars ten HjZ^eg, Cor>enhagen: Sjnar Munksgaard,
1955
7text-type; the fourth is for the Byzantine text- type;
the last for those who have no classification according
to text- type. Where a variant is singular or has no
known attestation, the symbol o used to
indicp^te this fact.
GimPTER II
TEXT OF PAPYRUS ECDKER XV
I. ORTHCGRi^PHIC PECULIARITIES OF PAPYRUS BCDMER XV
The scribe of Papyrus Bodmer XV has a particular
way of spelling v;hich is different from the Textus
Receptus. Often he uses si for long l , as in y ivoiOHEiC,!
ye Lvwane LQ (3:10) ; apxi-T^p lhXl vooJ apx i-^p lkXe l-vo) (2:3).
He makes consistent usage of the movable v, as TiiOTeu-
aooai-J TitOTeuaoaaLV (1:7) , and TiXee] riXeev (1:11). v at
the end of a line is indicated by a horizontal line
above and extending, as tt] (1:23).
The orthography of the name "John" varies. The
name ua)avvr)c; appears with a single v four times; vjith
a double v twelve times; v/ith a second v inserted above
2 times. Codex D has Lcoavvnc; spelled- with a double v
17 times and a single v4 times. Codex B uses the
single V completely.
The -oapyrus has the usual contractions for the
divine names and som.e proper names. 6eoQ is (1:1);
avOpooTuov is ovov (4:29 ) ; Tiveuiaa is Tiva (1 :32 ) ; .Iapar]X
is utT^ (1:31)-
There are no accent marks in the papyrus. The
rou.^^h breathing mark occurs over v;ords vjhich might be
confused. (e.p;. elq, ev, e^, ov, o).
9Elision occurs for the word aXXoL ( olXX' 1:14;
1:33) � Crasis often appears for naf eyw , which
becomes Kayw.
II. PALEOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF PAPYRUS BODMER XV
The scribe indicates sub-divisions of the text by-
leaving several blank spaces after a v;ord and pimctuation,
as avou . xaL (1:51-2:1). Sub-divisions are indicated
at the end of the following passages: 1:34; 1:51; 2:22;
2:25; 4:39; 4:54; 6:42; 7:56; 7:39; 7:52; 8:27; 8:50;
10:33' I-Ietzger indicates several other features of
division:
Sometimes at the end of one section and the be
ginning of another he left blank a space normally
occupied by several letters. Frequently he used also
a suspended point at the close of the preceding sec
tion. Occasionally he inserted a short horizontal
line near the left margin (the TtapaYpotcpoQ ), -.vith or
without extending slightly into left margin the first
letters of the follov/ing line. In some cases these
breaks in sgip.se occur at the sa-me places e.s similar
breaks in P��, but in other cases the two manuscripts
differ- Cbviously, at the time when these tv;o papyri
v;ere copied, no fixed and complete system of sub
divisions of the Gospels had gained currency in Egypt.
Though in many cases the divisions happen to coincide
vvith modern editors' judgments regarding paragraphing
the text, this coincidence should not ce thou.ght
remarkable, for not inf reQ_uently the divisions are
clearly demanded by the sense of the text. -9
�^%Ietzger, "The Bodmer Papyrus of Luke and John,"
The Expository Times , p. 201.
10
Several corrections have been made in the text.
I-letZiger feels some to be in the same hand, others inserted
by later scribes. ^0
A corruption appea.rs at 4:5 v/here Papyrus Bodmer
W re3,ds eepxETauL for epxETaL . A corrector has added
the vj'ords ouv elq tco-A.lv oajaape Lag a.t the bottom of the
leaf after this v.'ord in 4:5. An arrov/ in the margin
pcintir.r up Cf-) and one at the side of the addition
pointing dov.-n (4,) Indicates these v/ords are to be included.
I-^etsger believes these to be cj the same hand. 21 Hov.'ever,
the letters are smaller in size, and are v/ritten on a
slanting line, vrnich is easily distinguishable from the
beautiful lines m.ade by the scribe.
In 4:13 a corrector has EmG�.red in a above tiooq.
In 4:3o cov has been crossed out of xo^Lpoov , and rj placed
above. In 4:47 lai appears above iaar\ . This appears
to be bj a corrector, as the % does not have the tail \
as the original uses.
In 5:5 stt] appears above sxoov . It is somev;hat
smeared, set on G.n angle, and is v;r-itten v/ith a heavier
pen than the original scribe and the first corrector.
In 5:47 a smaller a 8.ppcars above ete of tcloteuete.
^^Ibid. , p . 202 .
^~Ibid. , p. 201.
11
In 6; 54 a v appears -above tt) . It is W as against
the original v.. In 5:59 ayoo reads ayo)'^''^ , v/ith a
heavier pen used. In 7:43 axt-M-Qt has o above the l
v:ith a different type o used.
Letters have often been crossed out by a corrector.
second i in emeiv , 4:27; the first X in
npXXvv, 5:6). Occasionally a corrector has placed paren
theses over a section �.\-hich he feels is not to be in
cluded, as kTzeaieiXav . . . to^ (11:3).
Another hand has added the words tou uov
[xDupLoLvJ aTio ttiq TCpaJ/ie^ at the end of the page
v/hich contains 7:49-3:22. The Coptic letters [XH
MFiiiYH] appear above 12:20. Regarding these inscriptions
finds sometime in the margin inscriptions of v/riting
v/ithout relation to tha.t of the text. The origin
of these inscriptions remains problemsitic , aside from.
that of f� 21, v/here the v/ords traced in the m.argin,
in irregular capitals, as though by a child, re
produce the end of the first line of the oarte: TOY
yOS yS CK]YPIO[N] AnO the TCPA]nEZ[HS]
�
. Tv/o
others remain, for us, unemplained: v. fo- 54 some
v/ords placed in the opposite direction to that of
the text of the page, the v/riting regular, large:
f� 61 v/here the hand is still different; the reading
rem.ains doubtful, one can even question if there is
not Coptic here, for the second letter resembles
the djcnd ja (follov/ed by N?), but one can affirm
no thinr: - ^'^
"^Papyrus Bodmer XIV , Colcgny-G-eneve, Svritaerland:
Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, 1961 , p. 24. (Translated from
the French by Professor Dennis Kinlav/, Asbury Theolo,i;ical
Seminary ) .
12
In a footnote, the editor has suggested that "hy pre
serving XH, one can read also: [TA3PXH MIlEYACrrMIOE ]
Thus it is safe to conclude that tv/o or three
correctors or interpolators have used or \/orhed on the
manuscript .
III. TEXTUAL AFFINITIES CF PAPYRUS BCDHER XY
The tables shov; a great variety of variants from
the Temtus Receptus . The greatest number of variants
appear in change of v/ord order, changes in a verb (tense,
mood, or number), and spelling. Omission of a v/ord or
v/ords is frequent. Follov/ing is a list of the types of
variants and an e:.cam;ple of each:
Gl^anz-e of v/ord order ovk ei\ii eyodl eyw ouk ei\xi
(1:20)
Verbal chanc-'OS (tense, mood, member) i,6�'ue] ocpeoee
(1:40)
�'�'�orLn chanr-es (case, number) to xepiia] Ta xepiaaTa
(2:153
Pronouns
Additions aoOevLaJadd auTOU (5:5)
Omissions eyo^l omit (1:27)
�X- Chanr'e olkov ] olkou (2;15)
Su^'Stitution-oronouns for nouns tov Ir]aouv] auTov
(3:2)






















OQ- e[a7ipooeev jiou yeyovev^ omit (1:27)
auTO)] add o ic,
OTsJ ev T] ri|j,�pa
TO)^] omit
TiooXou vTaQ J add Tag








o OeoQ^'J omit (3:34)
o XpLOTOQ o uLOQj o aLyioq} (6:69)
It is significant that Papyrus Bodmer XV frequently
has shorter readings than the Textus Receptus , but rarely
does It have longer readings .
Host of the variants are inconsequential except
for textual studies. Kovrever, the papyrus supports
Eom.e of the more imiportant readings of the Alexandrian
text-type .
Cne im.portant variant theologically is in 1:13
v;here the choice is between laovoyevriQ Qeoq and iJ,ovoY�vr)Q
14
ULOQ. The Byaantlne readinr; is vioc, , but x:3CLV/ 33,
350-, Bohairic, Sahidic, Crifcn, Cyril of Alexandria, end
many of the Fathers had supported Beoq . Nov/ p*^^ and
p'i'Sooth add support for Qeoc. Thus Qeoc,, a difficult
but understandable reading v/hich mahes sense, and, in
viev; of the external - testimony , is preferable.
In 1:23 Papyrus Bodmer }CV reads ^r]d(xvia (Bethany)
rather than BrieahJapa v/lth X5CL . ^r]Qa\Ji(x v/ould be more
lihely, since the author v/as probably trying to distin
guish the Bethany beyond Jordan from the one near Jeru
salem .
The papyrus reads looavvou for the name of Simon-
Peter's father, in agreement v/ith /BU/J and P�'^.
The manuscript omits (j,t] arcoXrimL aXX in 3:15
v;ith >''BL 35- These vrords may have been added in 3:15 by
an ancient scribe under the influence oi'3:l6.
The latter part of 5:5 and all of 5:4 are not
included. This section, describing the moving of the
waters at the pool of Bethesda, is omitted v/ith XbC'.:d
and p66.
The longest omission is that of 7:53-3:4, v/hich
is in agreement v/ith excellent Alexandrian suiyport, good
Caesarean, som.e western, P'~^-^, X, many minuscules, and
some Fathers. The scribe does not indicate that he had
hnov/ledpre of this passage, as nothing but the regular
sub-division of the text occurs at the end of 7:52.
In 10:7, instead of the traditional text, "I am
the door of the sheep," Papyrus .Bodmer iiV replaces "the
door" (t] eupa ) by "the shepherd" ( o %oi\ir]v ). Here
papyrus Bodmer XV is supported by the Sahidic alone.
There are several passages which have had very
small support but are now attested by Papyrus Bodmer XV.
Formerly only B v/as a witness to r]Xeiac, aprainst riXuaQ
in 1:21, but p75 , po6 q_.^^^ e support this reading.
papyrus Bodmer XV concurs with B and slight other
support in using the first aorist form of some verbs
Instead of the second aorist. Examples are sibccv for
�i6ov , and emav for eltcov. Other instances where
the
Papvrus supports B v/ith little other support include the
following:
3:27 ou6ev] ou6e ev with B, P^^ 472 Chr
4:52 Tcap auTOOv] omit with B 1194
oopav] add eHeivnv with B 350
5:19 o iTiaovQ] omit with B Tert 472 347
6:42 ouxJ ouxt with B T
3:12 o] omit with B
3:25 o] omit v/ith B 476
3:28 Itipouq] add otl with B Sah P^^
3:34 o] omit with B 0141
SuXcoafi] oeiX(iiOi\i. v/ith B
16
9:27 tl] add ouv
9:36 eoTL] add eQvi
9:41 o] omit
14:16 ttLwva] add t]
It V7ill be noted that Papyrus Bodmer XV has a close
affinity to the Alexandria.n text-type, and to the fourth
century manuscript B. Of the 609 variants, 357 shov;
good Alexandrian support, and 508 of the variant readings
agree with B .
Porter has collated Papyrus Bodmer XV v;ith B and
lists 205 variants. Of these, 33 are in the use of the
a:rticle; 27 are variations in v/ord order; 30 are varia
tions in the use of conjimctions ; and 25 in the tense
and mood of verbs. He concludes that the text of B is
yrr 24
essentially the same as that of P'-^.
"
The present v/riter approached the investigation
v;ithout having any previous knov/ledge of the textual
affinity of the manuscript, but must conclude, on the
basis of the follov/ing evidence, that the text is most
closely related to the Alexandrian text- type, and
individually to Codex B.
S'^Calvin L. Porter, "Papyrus Bodmer XV (p"^^) and
the Text of Codex Vaticanus," Journal of Biblical
Literature, LXXXI (December, 1962), 37^







CHART OF PAPYRUS BODMER XV 'S
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V.^STERN BYZANTINE UNCLASSIFIED VRITNESSES
AEFGMSUA P^^ X
D a e b ff^ q P^^ X aeth Hipp Epiph Hil
EFGHK X
Ir Clem p66 "Xc sy]^p.hra� ae^j^^ Thdot
Did Bas Epiph Syn Nyss Ptol
Her Val Arius Ign
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P^^ X 053 083 0141 24 472
713




ff2 083 0141 Heracl
033 0141
c.s p66 033 0141 aeth arr
,66
h 1 syr�*^ P 033 0141 /2l9 �20 aeth
Nonn
q GlemAlex 185 249 826 983 1170 1279
Gyp 1321 1639 aeth Heracl Chr
p66
it AEFG-miSVrn P^� X vg syrP*^ perss arr
Heracl Epiph Ghr Nonn Amhst.
p66
a q syr� AKMSUVn P^^ X mt syr^ aeth arr Ghr
p66
QA P^^ 053 083 348 954 1216
1223 1321 1675 Chr
AEFGHSVr 033 7 213 251 262 270 343 473







37 auTou ot 6uoJ



































44 o Itioouq] omit








e syr� T 11 64 432 Syr^ arr perss
p66 X 033 0141 213 1200
p66
EHKFA P^^ P
A P�� X P 0141 249 472 544
713 1010 1293
syr'^ 053 083 22 SyrP-^^ Nonn
p66
p66
ae Ar P^^ X 083 262 Syr^ IM
q ATAnUnc^ P^^ P X 033 foss aeth Eplph
AUm P^^ X 053 033 22 230 265
270 280 343 430 472 439 544
713 1093 1170 1219 1223 1321
1346 1375 1579 SyP-^
AFAH P^^ X Epiph Chr
p66
ahf ff^ 1 P^^ am fu fos mn aeth,Nonn'
it AEFKKI^SVrAn P^^ X 0141 4 7 213 251 476
659, 713 726 1194 1675 2145
Syr^ vg aeth Epiph Chr
auTcp] add o LO ^^^l^x"" � '^""^^^
MwariQj lacouariQ BL (�)
-v2] omit >y!el^^
NaCapsx' ] va^apsB' W^A 392 boh 28^700 I07I





o] omit BLA Cyr^l�^
vrvi Xeysl] 3�L 33 579
o^it.^ 1241 sah boh N
NaeavariX xa. Xsyet BL 33 579
N 124 arm
auTcp] ocvTo) vaGavaiiX 1241 sah
boh
pappL] pappet ;)iiB 1241
0
St o PocaaEVQ] OT� 33 579 1 1532




XBLV^if CyrAlex 157 788 arm
A 579 346 I07I
T-^BL A 0
, ^^,,1 >i3LVi 579 350 arm Or..^^^''^ 1241 boh sahomit cyr^l^^
a b c f ff2 AEC-KSlIVAn
1 q
it KSV An









a b c f ff2
25
P^^ X syr^'^ vg aetii Epiph
P^*^ X vg
p66 'qi2^2. Epiph
047 251 343 439 1010 1137
1183 1216 1219 1279 1293
1321 1579 2145 vg
251 348 439 1010 I07I II87




P^^ s2 X Epiph
p66 0141




X 983 1010 1170
p66 X
P^^ 0141 vg aeth Epiph
26
CHAPTER II
1 ev] add tt] 0
5 avJ eav W Cyr^^�^ fl 565
6 ubpiaL XiOLvaL] X^Ij 33
XueLvai ubpiaL
KeL|j,evaL mxa irov na- BL 33
eapiajiov Tcov loubatoovJ





8 Kau^] 01 be ^BL 33 boh fl 565
syrP'=^-^ arm
10 TipooTov TOV KaXov 392
OLVOV] TOV KaXov oovov
TipWTOV
TOTe] omit Ti'BLw 579 boh 157 Or
sah Or
11 TTiv'^J omit BL 33 Or 0 1 arm Eus
Or
12 KaTuepvaounJ boh Or Or
Ka(papvaouC|i]
auTou^] omit L Or Or
13 eiQ Iepooo\u^ia 0 L 1241 cop 107I arm
Itioouq] o lq eLQ Or syrP^-^ Eus
LepoooXuiaa Or
14 TiwXouvTac;] add Tag




c (ff2 g) P^^ X vg
p66 X aeth
KII P^^ 0141 270 544 1010 1071
1293 1321 1375 syr^
a e ff2 1 q P^^ 033 0141 1 57 67 243 573
1010 1279 H 135 aeth Gaud
A A P^^ 053 0141 262 280 439
1574 2145
it P^^ X 083 vg Epiph Nonn
033




1532' lat'syr^ ^ Nonn
T X 083 0141 22 1010 1293
23
15 TO KspiiaJ Ta Kep(iaTa RLV/ 0162 33 565 arm Eus
579 cob. sah Or
Or
2
16 OLKOV ] OLKOU
17 eoTLv]add ot u W Or I07I Or
KaTEcpaye] X'BLA 0162 sah 6 23 157 arm
KaTacpaysTaL boh cyr^le^^ Or
Or
18 ELTCOV J ELTxav BL 33 Or Or
rmLvJ omit L
19 o] omit BLA Cyr^^�^ 6 Or
Or
20 ELTTov] ELTiav B Or Or
ooKO&otiri6'n J OLKoboiaTie-n 9<B 33 124
22 avTOLQ] omit :X'BL/Lboh 6 arm syrP^-l
Qy^�eX Qp Qp
(t)J ov 7^L 850 Or Or
23 Ev'^] add TOLQ XBIA Or �Or
24 0] omit BL 350 1241
eauTOv] omit 579
P^^ X 083 0141 213
P^^ X 0125 0141 1093 1293
Epiph
AFAR Unc9 P^^ P X 083
ATAn Unc^ P^^ P X
p66
p^^ 083 0141
ATAUnc^ P^^ P X 083 262 118? 1555
1573 vg syrP*^^ aeth
P^^ 033 0125 0141









XB� 1241 sah 6
X3L 33 boh Or 1071 arm
gypPal Qp






o a)v ev T(p oupav(p]
om.it
Mooor]Qj \xii)var]q














|j,ri ano\r]iai aXX' 2 ^BL 33 boh 1 113 124
omit Gyr-Al�'^ 209 565
ODTCOJ OUTWQ 6
eLQj eTi;' L










p66 033 am fu for ing em
tcl aeth syr^-'^ Chr
p66 .34.3 1010 1293 1573 1579
p'^o 033 0141 185 213 1010
1170 1194 1242 vg syrP
aeth Chr
p^� 033 0125 0141 213 249





p^^ 083 036 1010 1293 aeth
Dlat Did Apollin
po^ 033
033 0141 1170 1194 1200
1207 1219 1223 am em fu
ing mt harl Fulg
p66 Q03 22 161 660 aeth
Konn Lcif
033








































c d f iT AG-KUAn
AKn
AFAR
P'^o 053 033 0141 4 7 245 2 62
472 1010 1093 11-7 1216 1223
1279 1293 1574 1579 2145 vg
Chr
230 '476 477 432 544 954 1223
1321 1354 '1355 1 675 Chr
086 syr^*^ Chr Nonn
,66
.66
AEHPA poo 1010 1293 1579
D EFIMT
ff2 f 1
D a b e f ff^
1 syr� Tert
b e f 1
poo 2,^2 Chr
251 439 . 1424 harl
p66 435
22 aethAmbst Nonn Hill
Queest




ouv eic, noXiv ttiq
0(x\xape Laq]















X'BGLWY 33 850 �N
>/BCLA e




























D Arn P^^ 033 Chr
P^^ 0141
a b 1 ff2 SFGH P^^ 4 71 135 251 440 461 472
syr� 1 477 439 713 1170 II9A 1242
1604 syrP aeth
D APAn b5
(D) c f ff2 APAn P^^ vg syr^ Chr Thdrt Hil
1 q





































0 N fl 124
565 Or
N fl3 23 Or
TETpaiirivov] 7'BCLA Or 0 Or
TSTpa|j.r] voQ GyrAlex
ETcapaTs] aTcapaTE 0
36 xcxi^2 omit P-'BGL 33 boh Or
Or Cyr-^'--'-�^
Kau^] omit BCLW 33 boh N fl 565 ,
sah Or IO71 syrP^-^
Qy-nAlex arm Or.















p66 rjj_ 213 253 259 1010 1194
1293 aeth Chr Hil Heracl
>66 053 22 133 477 1010 1293
1321 Heracl
.66
n'^ 053 21 1170 1137 1216
1242 1321 1354 sat mu
p66 -^33
p66- p 053 4 7 135 213 245
262 544 713 1093 1170 1137
1194 1216 1242 1321 vg Ghr
am fu for em ing tol Ghr
P^^ 262 343 1010 1137 1293
1579
P^^ 083 0141 270 482 1010
1293 Ghr Heracl
D syr^ m 047 4 I38 219 230 249 267
230 291 348 544 659 954 IO93
1138 1200- 1207 1295 1355
1574 1675 Ghr
D Arn P^^ 033 Chr
D a b e 1 q p^^ 033 0141 8 I7
Ir
e g u' P^^ 033 0141 67 213 430
713 1010 syr^^ Heracl































BGUN 33 579 �N fl fl3
850 1241 Or 565 I07I Or
ex
;i'BCL boh Or arm Or
CypAlex











Hai aTcnYYS i-^o^^^ omit BL boh Or




b e 1 q ft'
syr�
basm sypP aeth
c ff2 1 p^^ 033 71 1170 V� aetha 0
syr^ Ir Aug Victorin Heracl
D a b e f ff2 P^^ 033 0141 713 1010 1216
1 q syrC 1242 1293
D ArnVS P�^ 0141 291 472 655 659
661 713 945 1187 1138 1216
1242 1675
A 0141 185 213 660
713 1170 1293 1675 Ghr
D it syro P^^ 0141 213 1279 1293 vg
aeth
D it P^^ 083 1170 1242 vg
D a e 1 q 083 foss Chr




T) z P� 138 185 213 482 713 1010
1170 1194 1207 1242 1293
1354
aeth Chr



























a b c ff2 A
foss_ basin syr-�
p66 265
053 0125 1010 1093 1582
2145 Chr
p66 >rc 267 1170 1137
1200 1 67 5 2145 vg aeth.
P^^ 0125 71 213 435 1010
42
CHAPTER V
1 OJ omit BLY 157
2 BT]eeo6a] |3rie'oaL6a /BLW^ 33 boh
sah
3 eH6exo|J-e^^^ '^o^ ^.^BCL hoh 157 arm
i;6aT0Q KLVTiotv] omit sah
4 aYYE^oQ . . . 7'BC� 33 boh 6 157 arm
vooTjiaaT L ] omit sah
5 aoeeveia] add auTou ^TBCLV^ 33 boh 6 1 124 565
sah Cyr^lex 1071 arm
syppal
6 T]br] xpo'^O'^J xpo'^o'^ 'H^'n 1241 1 113 565
7 paXXi;)] PaXr] /BLA Cyr^lex e fl3 Gyr^�^
3 eysLpai] eyei'pe T^BCL 6 fl3
10 EOTLVJ add xai /BCL boh N flj 1071
sah Cyr-^1�^ syr^^^-^ arm
KpapPaTov] HpapaTTOv TiBCLA G fl3
Kpa(3PaTov] add aou ^CLW 579 392 6 fl3,1071
1241 boh sah syrP^-^ arm
Cyp^lex
11 aTtsKpLGriJ OQ 6e BW fXCLA 6 IO7I
anexp iQr\ Gyp^lex) (syrP^l fl3)
12 aDTOv] omit 0-
Tov HpappaTov oou] tj^BCL sah
omit
43
D AHKrn P^^ 047 073 22 213 280 432




D a h c e 1 P^� 0125 63 vg syr^ aeth
q Tert Chr Hier
o syrc (D A P^^ 0125 0141 IS 314
a' b 1)
D f 1 q syr� P^^ 047 0125 0141 134 314
vg ITonn Chr
D a c e 1 P^^ 135 213 348 435 660
1010 1170 1216 1279 1293
2145 vg Chr
138 213 432
D APAH P^^ C2 Chr
D AEFGHKI^S AH
D a b e 1 AG-V P P^^ 047 185- 213 348 397 461
432 660 1010 1093 1170 1207
1242 1279 1293 1355 1579
2145 aeth Chr C-aud
D AFAH UncT' p66
D it syr^ AH P�� 053 4 17 135 213 343
544 661 1010 1093 1170 1216
1242 1279 1293 aeth Chr
syrP
D (f) A (GICMI) (P^^) 053 213 1010 1133 1293




13 yap J &e






























e6coKe Kai Tcp DLcp]
Hai TO) uioo e6a)Kev
axoDOovTaL]
aHODOOUOLV
7.'3GL� 33 579 13 69 syr?^^
392 boh
7/BCL 33 boh 1 69 565 arm
'Cyp./llex
579
;n'Blf 392 1241 1071
B
























p66 047 0141 7 22 185 251
262 265 267 472 477 713 945
1187 1135 1207 1242 vg syr?
D "D c f g 1
syr�
D svr� a b c
ff2\g 1
U poo 0141 213 485 660 713
1010 1133 1293 vg syrP
aeth Hil














22 138 257 1170 Ghr (p'^�)
(0141 135 213 1010 1242
1293)
p66 22 346 357 1010 j2l85
p66 0124 213 397 430
1010 aeth Epiph Hil
713 (P^^) (213 397 1010 Ghr)
TtaTpoQ]. onit p?/BLAbob. Or ajT"-- arm
Eus Or




















































P--'^ aeth Chr Arab
r P�� 053 21 213 397 423 435
726 1010 1200 1279 1293 1575
D b A P^^ 7 22 213 435 1010 1170
S aeth Hil
D a ff2 j 0141 213 397
D it syr� AKH goth P'56 053 4 7 135 213 262 477
1093 1137 1133 1242 2145 vg
SypP.h. Syp_
D b c f ff2 p66 185 213 1010 II70 1183
g 1 1295 134 vg aeth Hil
D A P^^







































7 auToov] omit /BL 33 boh
CypAlex
(e) 28 565
6 13 69 arm




































135 213 1170 1138 1242
(p66c 135 397 713 1010
1093 1293 1321)
053 135 213 262 399 472
661 1137 1223 1242 vg
sypP-h aeth Ghr Ghron
p66
p66 053 135 213 476 544 713
1010 1133 1194 1242 1293
1321 2145 vg s^rr^i aeth





0141 71 245 251 472 1170
1229 1242 1424 1675
po^ 135 280 544 1010 1093
1170 1242 1293 1354 1355 vg
aeth syr-'-'^ Ghjr
D b e ff^
1 q j




D c e ff2
1 q






p66 291 423 472 544 661 1010
1223 1242 1293 '1321 aeth Gh-r
397 syrP foss
p66 213 1293 1346 vgVi Yr\ r:
syr^
6 o^h254 432 439 1010 1170
1133 1242 1293 1354 2145 vg
aeth syrP*^"^ Bas Ghr Norji
091 67 1293 i60
50
14 o ETtoLTiae ari\i�iov} B" boli
a Enoir]Oev or]\xELa



























N 69 124 1071
a.rm syrpal
13 teJ 6[eJ � 579. 1241
boh sah
s\rr?^-^






















uXoiapLOV ] TCXOLOCvJ Tt^BL GyrAle>^ 23 565 1071
a 053 0191
51
D a Id c g 1 0141 237 am fu for foss em
ing iac mt sax
135 713 1170 1242
goth 053 113 213 544 1207
D it -oth 135 1170 1242 .^134 vg Honr
D a b e f 1 goth 185 213 249 254 713 1170
1137 1242 aeth Nonn
p23
D b c f 1 q goth 185 1170 1242 vg syrP'-^
aeth
c e g e q AC-
Aug
(D) a d f 1 A goth
o (b c ff2 g
Aug)
b c f ff2
(A X M
A goth
D b c e ff2 AK
135 213 1170 1183 1242 il34
^253 am fu for fos ing mt
aeth
053 343 713 1010 1216 1279
1293 2145 syrP'^- aeth (42
vg Nonn)
/fc 11 22 42 265 660 1010
1293 1354 vg.aeth arr pers"^'^
Nonn
0191 213 544 1133 1223 1321
1355 1424 vg Gh-r
6eJ omit
uXoLapiaJ nXoia
EL 33 boh sah syr-Trr^'Oai.
-1 /PT ' W
It X 157
Eve(3T]0av] av�j3r)aav >-1j 579
TiXoia] TiXouapLa
N 1 syrP'^-























BLT'iI 33 1241 6 13 69 124
1071
-0-







txTbcltvj AYS50 eN 1 565 1071












245 26? 343 435 544 113? 1188
1216 1242 1279 1321 vg syrP
135 213 249 254 25$) 264












A �0 th p66 343 661 1216 1321
1579 1606 persP Bas Chr Amb
GHm^rA P^^ am fu for ing




X 213 661 994 1170 1216 1242
1279 1579 syrP-^^" aeth




BOLTW boh sah 13 565 arm
BGLT boh sah
CvrAlex













Ka L eyoo] xayoa
fl 23






x'EGLT boh sah 69 124 arm
Or Or










CW 33 579 0 565 107I
1241 boh sah syrP^l
-/3CLV/ Or
CvrAlex

















pob 053 213 A72 544
12 CO aetli Chr
P^^ 135 230 291 432 544 661
945 1093 1170 1223 1354
1355 sirr^
0141 230 945 1093 1321 1346
p66 iS5 1010 1170 1242 1293
Did
p66 Thdrt Chr Const Did
P^^ vg aeth
D it svr^ poo vg syrP
p66
D
D a h c e ff2
svr"^ cyo
135 213 713 1170 1242
P^^ 251 474 1320 vg aeth
D a c e q
syr�
71 135 265 713 1170 1194
1216 1242 vg syrP-'^ aeth
D GKUn
g ClemAlex yKU
poo 135 213 495 544 713 1010
1170 1183 1223 1242 1293 1355
Pas Chr
pDo ^a. pa 0141 71 135 213
291 423 477 435 543 544 660
713 823 1010 1093 1133 1194
1223 1293 1355 1424 I6S9 tol
mnBas Appolin Chr
56














60 SLTIOV] e LTcav
63 XaXcoj XeXaCXriKa]
65 laouJ omit














































po6 ;^/a pa 0141 71 135 213
2Q1 423 477 435 543 544 660
7i3 328 1010 1093 1183 1194
1223 1293 1355 1424 1689 tol
mn Bas Appolin Ghr
Kn g2 135 213 397 430 544 713
1010 1170 1223 1243 1355 Ghr
A �F^� 262 1137 251
D e syr^ po^ aeth
EGSVA Ghr
D i pro th poo 135 1170 1242 134 vg
Nonn
D it syro KUn goth P^^ 7 213 544 660 1093 1138
Tert
"








P^^ 133 213 477
D it syr' Kn P^^ 135 213 544 1170 1242
1355 vg syrP aeth Gosra Bas
Chr
a c e f ff2 GKUAn
syro cyp
pOO 291 430 713 1010 1170
1133 1242 1293 1355 syrP Bas
58

















D b syrC cyp^
D it syr�




397 1320 GosEi Honn
47 5 1010 1293 .^50 vg
aeth pers''' Konn Gosm
pD6 ^0 Yi 2 0141 22 213 1010
1293 1639 am fu for gat harl
0141 4 7 185 713 1010 IO70
1242 1293 2145 vg






TauTa [ixep L]eixa[Tje L
0 LQ
eeooprjaooa l J .
eeooprio'ouaLv
Ta epya aou] aou
T[a epyaJ
ev K,pUTCT(p tlJ tu
sCv] KpunTCo)]
TauTTiv ] omit









o KaLpOQ o ep-OQ]
o eiiOQ [xaLpolQ












16 anEHpLeTiJ add Coujv
oJ omit
7fBLT� Gyr^l�^^ 0 565 (arm)












D it syr'^ G-Kn P^^ X 213 291 544 1321
1355. vg aeth Chr
M 1424 1574
p66
syr� Kn X 185 213 1242 1355 syrP
Chr
D a b c e KHA P^^ X 047 0141 4 7 185
ff2 213 291 544 659 661 1010
1223 1242 1293 1355 2145
Bas Chr
D (c f ff2 U p66 X 053 7 213 251 397
1 q) 1093 (vg)
KH
U
X 12 15 76 135 213 489
544 1223 1242 1355 syrP
aeth
b q P^^� X 185 213 1242 1355
P^o X 213 1355
D a c e ff2 P^^ X 42 213 249 1355
1 (b q) syr^-^-


























BLT�� 850 N 700 1071
25 IepoaoXu|a LTwv]
l�pOOOXv[ie LTCOV





6e] omit BLT A sah Or 6 arm Or





BLT CyrAlex e 565 1071
XBLTWA 33
Cyr"' �x
0 1 69 124
565 (arm)
^Vbclt 33 350 1 565 1071
892 CyrAlex
^
TOUTcov] omit >iBLTW sah e 565 1071
ann
63
D Ksn P^^ *x




D KSn P^^ X
�66
�Q p66 7 245 251 659 713 945
1012 1200 1214 1242 1354
1820 Const
D (EP) P^^ (X)
D it syrC Kn P^^ X 291 544 695 713 1093
1223 1242 1355 1424 vg Nonn
Eplph Chr laid
b2.3
a d g 1 q PAn vg syr^
Tert
it Kn X 397 544 713 1010 1170
1242 1293 1321 1355 vg
aeth
D (it syr�) U (goth) X 213 (vg syrP) Chr
T) EKA P^^ X 0141 213 291 348 349
423 544 713 945 1010 1187
1293 1321 1355 1424 Chr
D it KAnQ P^^ X 213 291 476 661 713
1093 1170 1223 1321 1355
vg aeth Chr
^cxpioaioi KaL ou >-^BLTV/Y33 SN fl fl3
apx^speiQ] apxC LnepetQ 579 850 892 565 I07I arm
Kai OL cpapLOaLOL 1241 "boh. sah
Cyr^l�^














0 1 69 565
1071 arm












ouv en TOU ox^ou]
SK TOU oxXou Cou]v
BLTVr





yBLTVf boh sah 0 118 565
arm
TfflLTW boh sah 1 124 565
Or CyrAlex arm Or
65
D c f ff2 Q GKUn X 0141 213 485 495 713 1188
1 syr� 1242 1355 vg aeth syrP
D a b e f ff2 rAIl goth P^^ X syrP vg
1 q sjr^
g ff2
syr^ X 213 258 1010 1293 syrP'^
aeth
D syr� EiCn P^^ 047 213 544 713 1010
1170 1223 1242 1293 1355
Nonn
syr� a X syrP-^aeth -
EKMSUVFA 047 21 245 280 399 461 1216
1675
p66 ^18 Chr
it Kn P^^^ ^2 91 280 aeth san fu
harl Hesych
D P^^ X Hesych Did Chr Thdrt
D
,66











ev Tfp ox^tp eyeveTo]























































0 1 565 Or
syrP^l






D it C-U goth






p66 0141 954 998 120?
1223 1293 1321 1355 vg
syrP
p66 76 X 22 vg syr^SE-
P^^ X 213 249 397 1170





p66 X 213 1242 1321 vg
gypP .h
(vg)
't'^ X 3 Chr
p66c -jl'c 225 229 for Chr
Chr
p66 ;^/c 1279
D a c e fr p66 ^l-'c 061 213 1279



































6 124 arm Or









�N 1 131 157
565 arm Or
D a c ff2
1 Q
69
p66 ;v'c 213 syrP'^"^ (Bas)
D (c ff2 1 En
q)
p66 X� X 053 106 249 544
Bas
p66
(ff2 q) P^^ X 4 213 397 1170 1223
1242 1321 1424 vg aeth Chr
D it




p66 4 451 1170 1207
1293 1321 1355 1444 2145
2193 vg syrP aeth Nonn
p66 X 053 0124 0141 fl242
3 9 22 72 96 97 106 103
123 139 179 213 249 250 253
713 1170 1242 '1295 1321








Tcep LTiaTTiae 1 3
TzeLpiTZOLxri^OT]













20 o Itioouq] omit

































0 13 69 346
gypPal Qp
71
D b c a SU P^^ X 69 346 399 435 660
1093. 1170 1193 1242 1354
FGKSUA P^^ X
b Aug 047 0141 998 fl424 Did Chr
Faust
d f 253 254 472
D X 213 821
D TA >66
P^^ 213 397 1010 1170 1242
1321 Amb
D a b c e f K goth P^^ am for ing san syrP*^
1 aeth Chr
D b e X 0141
D a b e ff2 P^^ X 1170 1188 1242 vg
1 syrb��
72
23 TOU KOQiiOU TouTou] BTW 850 (boh fl3 syrP^^
TOUTOU [t]ou koollou sah) Or Or
OypAlex
24 Ti IOT�VOr]T�l 0
Tc ooTsuriTe
25 xab'^] omit BLT 33 6 1 69 124
565 syrP^l
o3 omit B
Aeyo)] XaXu) >:bCLTWa 33 ON 1 124 565^50 cyr^l�^' 700 I07I
syppal arm
28 Itioodq] add oTt
[iou] omit
29 o TcaxTip] omit
31 jievETe] laetvETe
























eyoo o] a eyoj
ysCLW 33 boh
Or C5'-rAlex




?iBC� boh sah fl 565 Or
Or
(a b c e f q) P^^ 1010 1293
73
a c d' e f f2 goth
f 1 q (b)
D (it) KUA. (goth)
D it
D it
p66 X 213 713 945 1170 1200
1321 1346 vg syr'^ aeth
476
p66 X 053 213 245 251 262
423 477 544 713 1010 1093
1170 1187 1188 1194 1223
1293 1355 1424 1555 1573
1604 (vg syrP'b)
p66
p66 X 122 213 254 1170 1242
1321 vg aeth Thdrt Hil
p66 X 0141 22 213 249
vg aeth Chr Hil
Epiph
j5 e ff2 1 q P^^ X 213 397 1170 1188 1242
0141b


















6 1 565 fl3
3yj.pal �^pj2
e 1 13 69
131 1071 Or



































xov Xoyov xov E|iOv]
xov E|iov Xoyov
XbcLW boh sah � 107I













p66 X 053 070 138 213 aeth
am fu em fos ing harl
/� X 0141 213 229 249 477
1170 1188 1242 1355
syr^M aeth Chr
>66 X 053 22 213 229 249 299
316 713 1093 1170 1138 1242
1293 1321 1355 vg Chr









p66 j^QQ 1321 (vg Chr)
p66 023 070 fl424 4 22 262
280 472 543 660 713 788 945
983 1170 1187 1188 1424 1675
2145 Bas Epiph Chr
.66 053 71 262 291 472 476
713 998 1010 1188 1242 1293
1355 1675 syrP-b
X (Epiph)
D a b c e
ff2 1
n goth P^^ X 71 291 482 544 1010
1170 1187 1200 1242 1^93
1355 1555 1.573 vg syr^
p^^ X 0141 213 291 660 1138
fos syrP
D











aTCLA Or � Or
'cypA-lex
XBCIAW boh 124 565 Or
sah X)r


















D a b c e ff^
g 1 syr^
X 71 185 245 251 291 476
544.715 954 998 1093 1170













6 TOV TCTl/VOV ETtL TOUQ
ocpea>^p.ouQ TOU TUcpXouJ
aUTOU TOV TIT^XOV eitL
TOUQ 09ea>y.|J-0UQ
8 TUCpA-OQJ Tipoaa LTTIQ
eOTLv] omit
9 6e otlJ eXeyov
ouxL aXX'








































0 1 124 565
1071 arm
syppal geo
0 1 118 565
arm
1 118 1071
0 1 118 565
arm syrP^l
0







AEHA goth P^^ (X) 0124 262 1187 1424
AFAn p66 X
P^^ 0124 aeth Hier Norm
P^^ aeth
(A goth) P^^ (02) /253 (254) 569 aeth
D f ff2 g q AK goth (p66j 053 397 473 660
1010 1093 1293 1321 vg
sypP*^ aeth Chr (Ps-Ath)




D a b c ff2
1 Ir
P^^ X 053 213 423 743 994
1293 1321 syrP'bSE-aeth
persP vg (Ps-Ath)
P^^ 1170 1242 vg
p66
P^^ X 0124 213 1170 (syrP)
P^^ X 0124 0141 213 249
713 syr%�
X 213 1188 1321 vg aeth
eTiL TOUQ ocpBaXiaouQ. ."^BL Cyi^Alex q
[lOUJ l-LOU eUL TOUQ
ocp6aX|j,ouQ
ouTOQ o avBpcDTCoQ OUK ;i^BL� ( 33 ) � 157 lO^l
eOTL Tcapa tou �eou] CyrAlex (q^) arm) syrPal
OUK eoTLV OUTOQ napa \0r}
6u o avepooTtoQ
?^eYOUoU add ouv >rBLVf sah 6 1 13 69' Qyj^lex 565 1071
auTou] aeauTou
rivoL^e] Tiveo3^ev BWA-1241 G I07I
TUCpXOQ TIV] P^L- 0 157^1071
T]v TucpXoQ syrP
apTL pXeicei] A'^^fil? � syrPal
pXeTiei apTt Cyr^-^�^
aTiEKp LBiiaavJ add ouv ^B 565
auTOtQ] omit XEL 33 boh 69- arm
Gyr^







epooTTiaaTs] .YBW ( 0)
euepcoTriaaTe
a b c ff^
J (e)
(c e f ff2 (H)rAn
1 q) (goth)
P^^ X 213 397 mm syrl"^
p66 X (am fu ing for san
syr .)
81
D 1 (e c
ff2)
P^*^ X 397 1010 1170 1242
1321 (vg)
D ii P^^ X 053 0141 1170 1188
1242 1293 vg syr^'i
X 138 423 1010 1170 1194
1223 1242 1293
P^^ 1010 1188 1321 Ghr
D b c ff2 1 U 397
a e f ff^
P^^ �15 vg
P^^ X 053 4 213 346 544 998
1170 1242 1573 1574 syrP
aeth
p66
P^^ 0124 1137 1200 Ch-r














































































p66 0124 249 syr^^ (Cjrir)
D it
D a b c e
ff2 g 1
A' goth
D b c f ff^ K goth
6 q
P^^ 053 0141 544 1010 1170
1188 1242 1355 vg syr''^ perss
p66 '^o y- 544 713 1010












.66P^^ 22 249 397 1010 1293
1321 Ghr
P�^ 047 22 397 1321 1582 Ghr
D
D a b c e G-
ff2 1
p66 249 397
P^^ 1 346 397 1010 fos














38-9 o &e ecpr] TCLaTsuo)
HvpLE nai TipooeHUVTiaev
































e 1 157 565
1071
6 1 69 157
565 1071 Or





a An P^^ 68 270 280
D TA soth P^^ X syrb chr





P^^ X 053 213 249 1170 1242
1321
D it P^^ X 213 248 1321 vg
p66

































6 1 157 '565










;i''BL� 33 1 565 10711582 syrPai
arm
6e uLoeoaTOQ ^>svy&il ?rBUI 33 579 I'^^�.^!
omi b
Y I VOJOKOfiaU DTCO TOOV
encov] YELVwaKOUOu
^.[e Ta e](J.a















P^o X 213 249 397 743 1071
1170 1188 1242 1321
p^^ 1170
D a e (b c P^^ 7-'�a x 22 213 397 423
ff2 1) 713, 743 850 1170 1242 Lcif
1242
G-KUn X 0141 71 213 245 259 291
544 1093 1207 1223 1355 mm
aetb Lcif
a b c e f ff2 EFC-MSUIY 21 10,6 237 435 1424 vg
g 1 q Aug goth syrP*^ perss Bas Chr Thdor
Thphyl Euthy
r X 053 i20 213 348 1010 1321
j5 n 22 25 37 42 270 291 482 489
660 1355 Lcif
D e P^^ 22 317 397 aeth Lcif
Symm.
D it goth P^^ vg aeth arr pers Nonn































































/BLW 33 sah p'^^ 9 arm
Ath
8:
D it M p66 ^ 248 249 713 1170
1194 1242 1321 1354 vg Chr
it X 213 249 vg
P*^^ X 053 22 213 249 660






p66 X 42 138 213 1321 aeth
Chr
p66 QYxr





p66 4^2 713 1093 1321
P^^ X 713 998 1170 1188 1242
vg syrP*�2� aeth Chr
c g 0141 24 42 89 91 238 230
439 vg
M X 249 397 1819 syrP aeth






X 317 1819 syrP






^03 Ath 0 1 157 565
1071
Xiea^sTe ^e] T^BL 33 Ath 0 1071
33 X�yovx�c,2 omit "XBL boh sah 0 5 65 1071
Ath arm
34 uLioov] add otl T^BUI 33 0 1071
1321 Ath syrP�-^ Eus
33 TiLOTEuoaTe] XCW� 33 57 9 0 1 1071
TZiaT�V�T� 892 1241 Ath
TziOT�var]T�l BLW 33 boh P^5 e i 113
YStvCwDoHTiTe sah Ath 565 syr^^-^
arm
auTcp] TO) xCaJTpL XBL 33 sah 157 syrP^-^
coo Or Ath arm Or Eus




LWA 33 892 fl 565
40 IwavvT^Qj LCoavriQ B
42 �niai�vaav noXXoil ^BLWY 33 579







Ti^BW sah boh 0 565 I07I
91
a c e f 1 AKA.n 053 106 254 262 472 544 660
1010 1093 1107 1188 1223
1293 1355 am fu for fos ing
Quaes t
a b e (ff2 397 1170 1242 1321 vg
q)
it goth P^^ X 053 0141 213 291 544
1170 1242 1355 vg Bjr^ Hil
D a b c e ff2 p^^ X 053 4 12 38 57 213
g 1 sjr^ Cyp 1170 1242 vg syrP-^ Hil
D AEU n 047 0141 482 489 Ps-Ath Dam
(p66) X 32 118 213 1321 aeth
Ps-Ath Hil









P^^ X (053)^0141 213 1188
1321 vg syrP*^2i� aeth Dam
Hil
251 262 399 440 461 473 477
1093 1207 1354 1555 2430
X 047 053 0141 21 213 317
348 544 954 1170 1194 1207
1216 1242 1355 1573
p66 X 0141 213 249 1170
1183 1242 1321 vg syrP
aeth
p^^ X 053 213 472 1010 1170
1188 1242 1293 1321 1355
syr^"^ aeth
CliAPTER XI
aoQeveil add oaieoie iXccv


















































D ATAn P^^ X
D AKn P^^ X A 42 44 122 213 251
330 431 432 489 544 788
1170 1194 135.5 2145 And
D AEFHIffiU An P^^
(P^^) 249 278 397 472 1223
1346
D it P^^ X 053 249 1093 1170
1133 1242 vg
D (it) P^^ X 38 213 249 397 1010
1293 1321 syrP ,
D
D e ff2 P^^
D A And
D Kn P X 0141 42 71 213 145
249 254 280 321 397 423 544
713 1093 1355 1319 Chr And
a g 1 p goth X 0141 42 213 249 254 1093
1170 1242 1819 M7 syrP
aeth Chr And
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22 oiXXoi] onit XBG 33
av] eav
25 ELuev] add ouv
28 TauTa] touto
Map Lav] |j.apLa|j.





30 r)v] add etl
























































goth X '213 397 1093 aeth And
D AKn
I p P^^ X 053 213 229 249 397
1093 1321 syrhra�
D it goth X 213 249 397 1183 fos mt
aeth syr%�^And
(D) a b ff2 goth X 213 249 397 1138 1241
1 1321 syrP aeth And
(a e) b c f (F) goth P^^ X 053 0141 213 242 249
ff2 g 1093 1187 1183 1321 vg (And)
D Kn
D X 22 73 127 213 (660 1093
1170 1242 1321 syrP-^ aeth)
E P^^�
D AK. p66 q2 ^3 0141 251 213
280 1010 1216










41 ou r)V 0 TeBvTiKoaQ
HeLiaevoQj omit
i





























































D KH poo 053 291 472 544 954
1223 1355
D AT P^^ xn^ 047 053 7 213
1010.1093 1321
D it p66 X 5 24 213' 1093 1321
253 vg sypP aeth Chr Norm-
AA P^^ X




D a h e ff2 Mr P^^ X P 4 7 477 1010 II70
1 1188 1242 vg Chr
D Arn P^^ I X
D (P^^) 1093 1170 1242 Chr
M X 0141 213 249 1187 1188
249 397 syr^
D r P^^ I 476 1170 1242 am- fu






s iQ en Tcov |j,a6r)T(jov
auTOU Iou6aQ Slij-covoq
laxap loottiq] CiojubaQ

































|j,ee' eauToov sp-e 6e ou
TtavTOTE exexel om.it

















KaL] omit BA hoh sah fceo
99
S Aug p66 317 l'^21 j?251 J?253
vg syrP aeth perss
S Aug P^^ 249 317 1321 jf'251 j2253
A




P^^ 0141 249 1321
vg
D it KH P�^ X P 053 42 145 213 489
1170 1219 1242 1321 vg
syphinK_a,eth Nonn





b e ff2 g 1 p^o 047 vg
AEc-Ki^surn X 047 oi4i 291 713 945 954
1010 1093 1137 1183 1216
1242 1293 1321 1355
a b c e ff2 SHA goth 185 245 251 472 477 1170
1 1194 1279 2145 Tol syrP
100
19 emovj smav }d3
20 TLVEQ veq] ,-v.^LQW 33 6 1 157 565
e\?vriCv]eQ tlveq 1071
22 epxETai] add o BL 3*3 892 157 1071
1241
KaL KaXLv AvSpeaQ KaL (y)BLV/ 1241 157
^lXltitcoq] epxETaL av-
6peaQ CxaL] cplA-ltitcoq
xa [ L 3
23 anEKp L vaTo] piBLW 33 579
aTcoKEp L 3 vsTaL
25 a7io\eaeL3 /BCLY 33 arm
arcoXXue C l 3
26 bioixovQ tlq3 XeLW 579 ( 6) 157 1071
t[lq3 6LaK[ov3r) 1241 syrP^l
KaL53 omit ;\^BL sah 6 565 I07I
syrP^-^ arm
30 o3 omit TB 28 124 700
783
o IrioouQ KaL einev] BL 157
CK3aL ELTiev Cl]q
auTT] T] (poovn3 X3L� cyr^^�^ 6 565 107I
T] 9covTi auTT) syrP^l
34 aTxeKpLeTi3 add Co3uv ^BCL^ 579 IO71 syrP^^
892 sah
au Xeyeic;} BLW 579 hoh
Xsyeic, [a3u
p
OTL 3 omit A





D it M ,66 X 213 249 1093 1170
1242 am fu for ing syrP













pOO' y. 249 397 544 713
1093 1355 Ghr syrP*"
P^^ X 213 397 659 1321 vg
syrP Chr
p66 4 3 213 230 245 251
476 659 660 661 788 945 954
998 1093 1194 1293 1355
1321 j^48
P^^ u2 X 053 280 477 544
713 998 1170 1194 1216 1242
1279 1321 am fu for ing
Hil Chr
p66 213 249, 317 474 1093
1321 183 syr^..
X 053 0141 265 270 280 473






















BLW 33 e 1 565 I07I
CyrAlex
XBLW 33 579 6 svrPal
Ath
0





XBCLY 33 579 6 fl 28 IO71
850 boh sah arm syrP^-^
Or Gyr*^-'-�^ Or
,Vbsw a
P^BGLW 33 579 e 1 13 69
boh sah Ath 113 157 565
828 1071
^B Gjrr^l�^ 565
>'BLWY33 579 fl fl3 157
892 12Al boh 565 IO71
arm
e
�mn goth P^^ X 053 213 251 544 713
1170 1183 1223 1242 1293
1355 vg sjT^"^ Nonn
AKH X 05;? ^42 108 138 291 489
syr
An 42 108 138 431 489 aeth Did
n(AK) P^^ 482 1219 1355 (X 213
"
312 321 397 346 1170 1246
2193) Did
AMSUAn (P�^) X 4 213 245 230 461
473 452 655 998 1010 1170
1138 1207 1212 1293 1321
2193 Did
M'l' P^^ X 97 213 252 472 1820
Did Epiph Nonn
0141
AKn P^^ 213 249 230 346 397 423
660 vg aeth syr^ No2in
AM P� X 053 213 660 1093
1279 1321 1355 2145 Did
AM P^^ X 0141 213 249 713 1093
1170 1242 1321 vg Bas .
CHAPTER XIII
jdBCVil 33 892 0 1 565 823




















auTOQ TCOLEL Ta EpyaJ ';iB (boh) sah





























ff2 s in q
X 053 423 544 660 713 1093




P"" (1 69 346) 235 435 1093-
H
am fu for
D EC-KJIQ P^^ 0141 7 22 71 213 399




P^^ 713 1321 1819 1320 vg
Did
p66 j_ 213 1321 (aeth Hil)
,hraf"
D c e f g
syr*^ Tert
D it AH goth
229 aeth
0141 317 1321 1327 vg syrP
Ghr Did Hil Amb
p66 ^^ 22 42 258 489 vg aeth
Ghr Novat Hil
c g q p66c ^2 060 249 262 397
1093 1187 1321 1819 2193 vg
aeth Aug
KaL sYco] K[aya)j XBQ GyrAlex i 565 107I
(iev-gj omit \:j 392 syrP�-! armgeo
aLCOvaJ add x] B
auTo] omit XB^^ 579
6e] omit 579 346
sah
BL hoh arm
Yvwoeoee uh-elq] BLQ O6O 55 1071
u(j.e LQ y vooosoee
ayaixTieriaeTaL J _ ~^
TripTi0riaCe3TCaL]
KaL eyooJ nayco ^^LQ GyrAlex 1 555 1071
o^] omit T^BLA GyrAlex e
-iroLTioouevJ ?-^BL� 060 33 fl3 1 565
LLOu] omit BL 33 Ath 1 157 565p.oi;j xb GypAlex or IO7I syrP^l
Or
CHAPTER- XV
^r^^c-rtfl^l BL�, hoh 1 124 107I
"""-^^r. IJ (syrP^l arm)
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a h P^^ 470 713 Lcif Quaest
it X 213 vg
f M X 213 821 1093 1321 1819 vg




P^^ X n^ 0141 213 249 254
346 1010 1582 1819 Thdrt
Did Epiph
D it syr� AKn goth X 0141 vg syrP*^ aeth Epiph
CyD Chr Nonn
D h 0 e ff2 A X 64 47 213 1010 1093
g 1 Tr Tert 1321 1582 vg aeth Chr Dial
Cyo Hil
D (a h c e f AMF goth X 106 127 185 213 245 346
ff2 a) 476 660 661 713 1010 1093
1170 1200 1293 1582 2145
(aeth syrP persP) Chr
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TABLES
SUIvH-LARY OF PAPYRUS ECDFxER XV 'S VARIANTS BY CHAPTERS







1 70 4 66
2 30 5 25
3 23 2 26
4 59 10 49
45 6 39
6 32 8 74
7 69 3 61
3 57 7 50
9 65 2 63
lo 43 2 41
ll 51 4 47
12 44 2 42
13-15 29 3 26
Total 672 63 609
109
2 . Sup-port by Texts






1 33 7 0 13 11 1
2 10 2 0 7 6 0
3 10 1 1 6 5 0
4 32 3 5 10 12 5
5 27 2 4 7 5
6 48 9 19 21 20 11
7 38 12 10 20 15 8
o 29 12 5 11 8 8
9 33 3 3 14 10 10
10 27 8 5 6 14 4
11 26 3 5 16 12 2
12 27 2 3 9 12 3
13-15 12 2 4 10 o 3
Total 357 71 67 152 138 59
110
Text Gonibina ti ens
'.pters A AG AW AB ACV ACB ACW3 G
1 23 4 4 2 1
2 7 1 2
3 9 1 1
A 24 5
r-
19 1 6 1
6 29 2 10 7
7 24 4 3 6 1 1
3 17 7 2 2 1 2
9 29 6 1 2
10 18 4 3
�
2 1
11 20 2 4 1
12 20 2 3 1
13-15 9 1 2 1














Chapters B L X QypAlex 33 Boh. C Or. Sah.
1 51 36 31 16 21 18 27 23 7
2 16 17 9 5 3 6 0 15 3
3 18 13 13 3 5 3 1 3 4
4 43 27 30 21 11 13 35 27 7
5 31 30 27 14 11 12 3 8
6 66 54 45 34 25 32 29 18 22
7 58 44 35 30 19 24 3 18 27
8 42 26 27 21 13 14 13 30 12
9 53 32 48 26 20 14 6 3 21
10 31 26 29 9 24 12 2 5 17
11 39 30 30 4 19 13 33 13 11
12 37 23 30 7 17 10 6 3 11
13-15 23 17 11 10 8
o 4 7 4


















































Chapters A n K G p66 X, Aeth. Ghr-
1 19 13 10 Q 44 21 12 7
2 6 4 1 2 21 9 3 0
3 9 7 6 ii. 17 0 5 5
18 10 6 3 28 0 7 12
5 15 10 6 3 29 0 8 10
6 15 13 7 36 1 21 13
7 0 19 19 42 31 13 12
O 4 5 10 5 29 22 3 12
9 8 3 6 2 46 22 10 10
10 7 10 6 5 20 18 10 7
11 12 10 7 0 25 22 7 6
12 13 11 O 4 25 16 o 4
13-15 5
-r 2 11 10 7 7
Total 134 120 102 51 373 162 117 110
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5. i'cnuscript Corfoina ticns
Chapters BL Be
1 30 32 19
2 9 13 r�0
10 11 7
A 30 25 13
f�
0 24 27 3
6 42 51 23
34 43 29
25 24 22
9 43 29 23
10 25 25 17
11 27 23 16
12 29 23 15
13-15 10 16 5
Total 333 352 205
3D BX P^66 3p66
-\
JL. 18 27 40
0 7 9 16
1 0 11 15
21 0 22 27
20 0 24 27
33 1 26 35
30 33 23 40
24 20 21 23
27 21 39 41
16 16 17 19
22 20 17 22
16 17 , 22 25
lb 11 7 11
226 164 270 346
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III. SUlvH-IARY OF PAPYRUS BODMER }CV'S VARIANTS IN JOHN
1. Total Variants 672
Sin-cular 65
Corrected Total 609
2 . Total Support by Text- types
With Alexandrian Support 357
With Caesarean Support 71
With V/estem Support 67
With Split-Alexandrian Support 152
With Split-Caesarean Support 138
With Split-Western Support 59







A1 e xandrian-Wes te rn-Byzantine 0




























6. Support by Fathers
Gyril of Alexandria 205
Origen 163
Ghry SOS torn 110









The tables for the text of Papyrus 'Bodraer XV show
a total of 672 variants froir; the Textus Receptus^. Sixty-
three of these are singular, or have no knovm attestation,
v:hich leaves a total of 6O9 variants to be considered.
Papyrus Bodmer XV shows a close affinity to the
Alexandrian text- type. Of the 6O9 variants, 357 shov/
strong Alexandrian support, or fifty-eight per cent of
the total. Strong Caesarean support is shov;n by 71 var
iants, or eleven per cent. Strong Western support is
indicated by 67 variants, or about eleven per cent. Kov;-
ever. Codex D is not extant in two chapters, which might
alter VJestern support slightly.
The Alexandrian text-type also shows strong support
for what is termed "split-Alexandrian." This means that
a good portion of the Alexandrian witnesses support the
reading, but a significant number of others differ- When
the Alexandrian and split-Alexandrian are taken together,
they constitute eighty-four per cent of the total variants,
whereas Caesarean and split-Caesarean together constitute
thirty- four per cent of the total, ana Western and split-
Western together constitute tv/enty per cent of the total.
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The strongest support for the text of Papyrus
Bodmer XV comes from the Alexandrian text- type, v/ith 243
instances v/hich have strong Alexandrian support alone.
This is based on the individual' text-type support and not
on the split-text type. The Alexandrian support appears
in all but thirteen of the instances. Following the
Alexa.ndrian support are the Alexandrian-Western v/ith forty
instances; Alexandrian-Caesarean v/ith thirty-seven in
stances; and the Alexandrian-Caesarean-Western v/ith nine
teen instances.
Support by individual manuscripts is most numerous
in the Alexandrian text-type. Codex B has, by far, the-
greatest ni:mber of affinities, 503, or eighty- three per
cent of the total. This is follov/ed by L v/ith 380, or
sixty- tv/o per cent of the total. Next is B^^, v/hich has
been considered of a mixed text- type, but v/hich often
follov/s the Alexandriatn, v/ith 373, or sixty per cent of
the total. /, D, 0, 33, C, X, 565, A, n, K, and G follow
in order.
Among the versions, the Sahidic and Bohairic, both
v/itnesses to the Alexa.ndrian text-type, shov/ strong support,
v/ith Armenian and Aethiopic follov/ing.
Cyril of Alexandria and Origen, both v/itnesses to
the Alexandrian text-type, shov/ strong support, v/ith
Chrysostom. giving fair support.
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It should he noted that the evidence hy Individual
manuscripts or manuscript comhinations are not conclusive
in them.selves, since m.any of them are fragmentary.
The chart by cliapters indicates that the manuscript
is consistently one v/itness throughout. There are no
appreciable changes in attestation.
The follov/ing summary of Papyrus Bodmer XV m^ay be
offered:
1. It is substantially Alexs.ndrian text.
2. There is greater affinity to B than to any
other manuscript.
3- There is close affinity to L andX', both
Alexandrian v/itnesses, and to P^^, which frequently
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